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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
In accordance with Title 14 of the Code of Federal Regulations (“CFR”) Part 158.23, the 
Massachusetts Port Authority (“Massport” or the “Authority”) intends to file a new Passenger 
Facility Charge (“PFC”) Application (the “2018 PFC Application”) for certain new projects at 
Boston-Logan International Airport (“Logan Airport”) that have been identified for PFC funding.   
 
2. BACKGROUND 
 
Massport’s current PFC program for Logan Airport encompasses ten previously approved PFC 
applications, as follows: 
 

• The 1993, 1996, and 1997 PFC Applications (93-01-C-00-BOS; 96-02-C-00-BOS; and 
97-03-U-00-BOS), which were subsequently amended in 1997, 1998, and 2005 

• The fourth application – 06-04-C-00-BOS – was approved by the Federal Aviation 
Administration (“FAA”) in 2006 and amended in 2010   

• The fifth application – 09-05-U-00-BOS – to use PFCs for PFC Project 27: Centerfield 
Taxiway, was approved in 2009 

• The sixth application – 10-06-C-00-BOS – was approved in 2011  
• The seventh application – 12-07-U-00-BOS – to use PFCs for PFC Project 32: 

Development of Runway Safety Area for Runway 33L, was approved in 2012  
• The eighth application – 13-08-C-00-BOS – was approved in 2014 
• The ninth application – 14-09-C-00-BOS – was also approved in 2014, and 
• The tenth application – 15-10-C-00-BOS –was approved in 2015. 

 
Massport’s current PFC approvals are summarized in the table on the next page. A $3.00 PFC 
was implemented at Logan Airport effective November 1, 1993.  The PFC levy was increased to 
$4.50 at Logan Airport as of October 1, 2005 and continues to be collected at the $4.50 level to 
date.  As of December 31, 2017, the Authority has collected approximately $1,161,602,984 of 
the authorized $1,669,574,564 in approved PFC revenue. 
 
The Authority will strive to submit the new 2018 PFC Application to the FAA as soon as 
possible after receipt of comments from the public. 
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CURRENT PFC APPPROVALS 
 

Application 
Number   

Approved for 
Collection 

Approved for 
Use 

    
93-01-C-00-BOS  598,800,000 12,028,000 
93-01-C-01-BOS  (361,138,000) (1,682,000) 
93-01-C-02-BOS  231,102,000 - 
93-01-C-03-BOS  - - 
93-01-C-04-BOS  233,251,217 (832,000) 
    
96-02-C-00-BOS  163,037,000 482,901,000 
96-02-C-01-BOS  - (110,993,783) 
96-02-C-02-BOS  (163,037,000) (163,037,000) 
    
97-03-U-00-BOS  - 138,554,000.00 
97-03-U-01-BOS  - 345,077,000.00 
    
06-04-C-00-BOS  293,018,000 280,176,000 
06-04-C-01-BOS  (3,085,059) - 
06-04-C-02-BOS  (31,768,000) (31,768,000) 
    
09-05-U-00-BOS  - 12,842,000 
09-05-U-01-BOS  - (3,085,059) 
    
10-06-C-00-BOS  392,093,000 373,815,000 
    
12-07-U-00-BOS  - 18,278,000 
    
13-08-C-00-BOS  99,959,096 99,959,096 
    
14-09-C-00-BOS  96,941,002 96,941,002 
    
15-10-C-00-BOS  120,401,308 120,401,308 
Total  $1,669,574,564 $1,669,574,564 
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3. PROPOSED NEW 2018 PFC APPLICATION 
 
The Authority intends to submit a new PFC Application to “impose and use” PFCs for a variety 
of new airfield and terminal projects. As part of the new application, Massport is proposing to 
include five new PFC projects.  
 
Specifically, the new application will include the following PFC projects and PFC funded 
amounts (including associated PFC financing and interest costs): 
 

New “Impose and Use” Projects 
PFC Funding 

PFC Project 66: Terminal B Gate 37-38 Connector $28,466,000 
PFC Project 67: Group VI Aircraft Airfield Improvements $12,800,000 
PFC Project 69: Replace Runway 4R Approach Light Pier $14,112,000 
PFC Project 73: Terminal B Optimization $101,708,000 
PFC Project 74: Runway Incursion Mitigation and Comprehensive Airfield 
Geometry Analysis (the “Logan RIM Study”) 

$574,400 

Total:  
$157,660,400 

All of these projects are being requested for approval at the $4.50 PFC level, on an “impose and 
use” basis. 
 
4. NOTICE TO AIR CARRIERS AND FOREIGN AIR CARRIERS 
 
On January 3, 2018, in accordance with Section 158.23 of 14 CFR, the Authority provided 
written notice to air carriers and foreign air carriers operating at Logan Airport of its intent to 
submit a new 2018 PFC Application to the FAA.  The notice included a description of the 
projects for which PFC approval would be sought. 
    
Massport meets frequently with the airlines to update them on a variety of topics including 
safety, security and construction plans at the Airport.  Over the last year, specific briefing 
meetings were held with the Airline Property Representatives of the Boston Airline Committee 
in March 2017 and September 2017.  During these meetings, Massport’s general intent with 
regard to its PFC program and PFC projects was discussed, in the context of the overall Capital 
Program and likely impact on airline rates and charges. 
 
Massport is holding a full formal consultation meeting with the air carriers and foreign air 
carriers serving Logan Airport for this PFC Application process. 
  
The notice included the following information required under Section 158.23 of 14 CFR Part 
158. 
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Section 158. 23(a)(1).   Description of Projects 
 
See Attachment A, Exhibits A through E, for descriptions of the projects contained in the new 
PFC Application #11. 
 
Section 158.23(a)(2). The PFC Level, Effective Date, Expiration Date, and Total Revenue 
 
PFC Level:  $4.50 per eligible enplaned passenger. 
 
Proposed Charge Effective Date:    May 1, 2026 (upon the expiration of PFC Application #15-
10-C-00-BOS) 
 
The effective PFC implementation date for PFC Application #11 is estimated to be May 1, 2026.  
That is the date on which PFCs under all prior PFC approvals will be fully collected, as outlined 
in the Final Agency Decision (“FAD”) for the most recently approved PFC Application 15-10-C-
00-BOS.   
 
Because of actual and potential future variations in both the rate of PFC collections and the final 
costs of the projects included in this application, the date on which actual PFC collections reach 
the collection limit may differ from the date shown in the FAD.  The Authority will notify the 
airlines of any changes to the PFC expiration date in accordance with 14 CFR Section 158.43. 
 
Estimated Charge Expiration Date:  March 1, 2028 
 
Estimated PFC Revenue:  The total PFC revenue for the entirety of Massport’s PFC program 
from its inception in 1993 to the estimated charge expiration date of May 1, 2026 for all 
currently approved PFC applications is $1,669,574,564.  With the additional PFC funding 
request of $157,660,400 for the new 2018 PFC Application (Application #11), total PFC revenue 
would be $1,827,234,964 for PFC “impose and use” authority, if PFC Application #11 is 
approved by the FAA in its entirety.  
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Section 158.23(a)(3). Request that a Class of Carrier Not Be Required to Collect PFCs 
 
(i)    Class Designation: Massport intends to continue to exclude from the requirement to collect 
PFCs the class of carriers titled Non-Scheduled/On-Demand Air Carriers. The FAA compiles 
enplanements for these operators, by airport, annually on Form 1800-31. 
 
(ii) and (iii)   Names of Known Carriers Belonging to Class Identified in this Section and 
Estimated Number of Annual Enplaned Passengers: A list of carriers and enplanements in this 
class for calendar year (CY) 2016 is as follows:  
 

Non-scheduled/On-demand Carrier CY 2016 
enplanements 

Aero Jet Services LLC 53 
Crow Executive Air, Inc. 14 
East Coast Jets, Inc. 44 
Executive Air Charter of Boca Raton 16 
Maine Instrument Flight 46 
Meridian Air Group, Inc. 2 
Reliant Air Charter, Inc. 41 
Ultimate Jetcharters LLC 76 
Total 292 

 
(iv) Reasons for Requesting that Carriers Identified in this Section Not Be Required to Collect 
the PFC: In accordance with Section 158.11 of 14 CFR Part 158, Massport requests that Non-
Scheduled/ On-Demand carriers continue to be excluded from the requirement to collect a PFC 
because the administrative burden of collecting the fees associated with these carriers is greater 
than the revenue that would be collected.  This request is consistent with prior FAA approvals 
and Massport’s past practice. Pursuant to the 1993, 1997, 1998, 2006, and 2009, 2011, 2013, 
2014 and 2015 FADs, Non-Scheduled/On-Demand carriers have been excluded from the 
requirement to collect PFCs.   
 
During CY 2016, the most recent year for which data are available, the number of passengers 
enplaned at Logan Airport by Non-Scheduled/On-Demand carriers as a class continues to 
represent much less than 1% of total enplanements at Logan Airport.   
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5. MEETING OF AIR CARRIERS AND FOREIGN AIR CARRIERS 
 
In accordance with 14 CFR Section 158.23(b), a meeting must be held with the air carriers and 
foreign air carriers having a significant business interest at Logan Airport no sooner than 30 days 
nor later than 45 days after issuance of the written Notification.  As stated in the Notice, the 
meeting is taking place at 12:00 noon on Thursday, February 8, 2018 in the OT6 Conference 
Room at Logan Airport.  This consultation booklet provides the following information to the air 
carriers and foreign air carriers: 
 

1. A description of the projects proposed to be funded with PFCs, including 
schematic diagrams 

2. An explanation of the need and justification for the projects  
3. A detailed financial plan for the projects, including estimates of PFC-eligible 

project costs allocated to major project elements, anticipated total amounts of PFC 
revenue that will be used to finance the projects, and the source and amount of 
other funds, if any, needed to finance the projects 

4. Estimates of the impact of the projects included in the new 2018 PFC Application 
on airline rates and charges 

 
 
6. PUBLIC COMMENT REQUIREMENTS 
 
In conformance with 14 CFR, Section 158.24, members of the public have 30 days to provide 
Massport with written comments on the proposed new PFC projects and the new PFC 
Application, no later than Monday, March 12, 2018.  Massport is seeking public comment on 
all elements of the Authority’s proposed PFC Program, as described in this consultation booklet 
and the accompanying presentation. 
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Certifications and comments should be addressed to Ms. Anna M. Tenaglia, the Authority’s 
Director of Treasury, either by email or regular mail at the following addresses: 
 
atenaglia@massport.com 
 
or 
 
Ms. Anna M. Tenaglia 
Director of Treasury 
Massachusetts Port Authority 
Logan Office Center 
One Harborside Drive, Suite 200S 
East Boston, MA 02128 
Telephone:  617-568-1037 
 
 
7. PROJECT DESCRIPTIONS AND JUSTIFICATIONS 
 
Detailed information on the proposed projects that will be included in the 2018 PFC Application 
is included in Attachment A. 
 
8. PFC FINANCIAL PLAN 
 
A financial plan for the proposed new PFC projects (including the projected impact on airline 
rates and charges), in the context of the overall PFC financing program at Logan Airport, is 
included in Attachment B.  
  

mailto:btaylor@massport.com
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Attachment A 
 

PFC PROJECT INFORMATION 
New 2018 PFC Application  
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EXHIBIT A 

 
New PFC Project 66:  Terminal B Gate 37-38 Connector  

(Massport Project L1430) 

Proposed Action:   Authorize imposition and use of PFC funds collected at the $4.50 PFC 
level for this project  

 
PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
The Terminal B Gate 37-38 Connector project, which includes both design and construction, is 
comprised of two major scopes of work. The first component of the project is to provide a post 
security concourse connector from gates 37-38 to the post-secure area of the concourse. Currently, 
the holdroom for Gates 37-38 is not connected to the post security concourse, isolating these two 
gates off from the rest of post security Terminal B. This project will include a new concourse 
connecting the gate holdrooms to the main Terminal B security checkpoint, new airside toilet 
rooms dedicated to the new expanded holdroom space, and the relocation of office space.  
 
The project will also include demolition and relocation of existing airline ticketing office (ATO) 
space. New ceilings, lighting, floor and wall finishes will be provided in the new holdroom and 
connector concourse. The previously utilized two lane checkpoint, which is inefficient, only 
serving two gates, will be decommissioned as a part of this scope of work since Gates 37-38 will 
be now connected to the rest of the concourse, enabling use of the existing checkpoint.  

 
The second component of the project is the replacement of ceilings and duct distribution systems 
which serve the project area. The existing aging, constant volume system is being replaced with 
a variable volume system which is more energy efficient, limiting the volume of air output to 
what is needed. In connection with this work, the reheating coils will be replaced with Variable 
Air Volume (VAV) boxes, which are more energy efficient than the existing heating coils. 
 
Project diagrams/schematics are shown on Figures A-1 and A-2. 
 
 
PROJECT JUSTIFICATION 
 
Because Gates 37-38 are currently accessed through a separate security screening area than the 
remaining Terminal B gates, airlines utilizing these two gates are unable to accommodate gate 
changes to other areas.  This constrains airline operations at these gates, which inhibits airline 
competition.  In addition, passengers must be reprocessed through security when changing 
terminals, which inhibits capacity at Logan Airport and is not optimal customer service.  The 
existing structure limits the overall post security connectivity of Logan Airport; Terminals B and 
C cannot be connected post security until this project is complete. 
 
Allowing interconnectivity between all of Logan Airport’s terminals on a post security basis 
fosters airline competition as it allows the Authority to better match up the scarce supply of gates 
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at Logan Airport with the airlines’ demand for gates. Airlines that are expanding will be better 
accommodated with regard to adding service when a larger supply of suitable gates is made 
available for their use. 
 
The replacement of the current duct distribution system is needed because the current duct 
distribution system is 30 years old and has internal insulation issues clogging the filters.  The 
additional restrooms are necessary to accommodate the anticipated increase passenger flow 
associated with the concourse expansion. 
 
PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION AND COMPLETION DATES 
 
Project implementation date (Month and Year): February 2017  
 
Estimated project completion date (Month and Year): August 2018 
 
PROJECT COSTS 
 
The Authority is requesting $28,466,000 in PFC collection authority to finance this project 
(including interest and financing costs). 
 
PFC Debt Funded Capital Costs   $22,239,000 
PFC Funded Financing & Interest Costs  $  6,227,000 
Total Expected PFC Costs:    $28,466,000 
 
Massport internal capital    $  2,761,000 
 
Total       $31,227,000 
 
Total project costs (excl. financing & interest): $25,000,000 
 
This project is proposed for approximately 90% PFC funding.  No Airport Improvement 
Program (“AIP”) grants will be available for this project. 
 
The PFC eligibility of this project based on space categories is shown in Table A-1 and Table A-
2 on the next page.   
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Table A-1
TERMINAL B GATE 37-38 CONNECTOR

Massport Project No. L1430
ESTIMATED PFC FUNDING REQUEST

Boston-Logan International Airport

$ millions
Project cost

Terminal B Gate 37-38 Connector- base project $25.0
Less:  Tenant Lease Buyout (United  Airlines Gate 28 to Spirit) (0.1)

Net cost $24.9

Overall PFC eligibility
Percentage - see Table B 90.0%
Amount ($ millions) $22.45

 Source for cost breakdown: Massport, 1/24/18. 
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Table A-2
TERMINAL B GATE 37-38 CONNECTOR

Massport Project No. L1430
ESTIMATED PFC ELIGIBILITY BASED ON SPACE

Boston-Logan International Airport

PFC status
Not Pro-

Space Categories Area (s.f.) Eligible eligible rated Total

Holdroom 9,250                  9,250     -        -      9,250         
Restroom Area 784                    784       -        -      784           
Emergency Egress Stair 470                    470       -        -      470           
Connector and Food Court 5,626                  3,580     2,046     -          5,626         
Pre-Security Concourse 21,450                21,450   21,450       
Airline Management Office Space 1,103                  -        1,103     -      1,103         
Airline ATO 805                    -        805        -      805           
TSA Area 912                    -        -        912      912           

Total 40,400                35,534   3,954     912      40,400       

PFC eligibility percent (based on space categories): 90.0%

Source for space data by category:  Project Area Plan, Kleinfelder, 1/24/2018.
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Figure A-1: Terminal B Gate 37-38 Connector 
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Figure A-2: Terminal B Gate 37-38 Connector 
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EXHIBIT B 

 
New PFC Project 67: Group VI Aircraft Airfield Improvements 

(Massport Project L1409) 

Proposed Action:   Authorize imposition and use of PFC funds collected at the $4.50 PFC 
level for this project  

 
PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
This project includes design and construction services associated with several improvements at 
various locations airfield wide that would meet the Federal Aviation Administration (“FAA”) 
design standards and would allow Airplane Design Group (ADG) VI aircrafts (currently the 
B747-800 and A380) to taxi without damage to lighting, signage or pavement.  To accommodate 
these larger aircrafts, the airfield geometry was reviewed, several options for improvements were 
developed and studied, and a preferred option was selected which considered aircraft safety, taxi 
routes, airfield impacts during construction and cost.  These improvements will be completed in 
a phased approach.  A summary of the project’s construction components are as follows: 
 
• Increasing the width of the stabilized (paved) shoulders on Runway 15R-33L northwest 

of Runway 4L-22R. 
• Improvements to taxiways (at turning movement locations) including the addition of full 

strength and shoulder pavements, guidance sign relocations, re-marking where 
appropriate, and any lighting modifications that would need to occur as a result of the 
changes.  The areas scheduled to be improved are:   

- Taxiway L at Runway 15R 
- Taxiway L between Taxiways A and B 
- Taxiway B between N and Q 
- Taxiway B at Taxiway C 
- Taxiway C at Runway 33L 
- Taxiway C at Taxiway M 
- Taxiway B at Runway 4R 
- Taxiway B at Taxiway M 

• Improvements to taxilane in North Cargo including the relocation of the taxilane 
centerline, relocation of high mast lighting, demolition of an in-pavement snowmelter 
and relocation/restriping of RON parking. 

• Apron improvements and strengthening at Terminal E Gates to accommodate ADG 
Group VI aircraft. 

 
The majority of the airfield is considered a “Priority Habitat of Rare Species” for the grasshopper 
sparrow and upland sandpiper.  To offset the pavement added under the ADG Group VI 
improvements, an equal amount of pavement which is no longer needed will be removed in order 
to satisfy the requirements of the Massachusetts Natural Heritage and Endangered Species 
Program under the Massachusetts Endangered Species Act (MESA). This is to mitigate the 
protected habitat and prevent a taking of the protected species’ resources, which would have 
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triggered substantial environmental permitting. 
 
A diagram illustrating the locations of the proposed pavement removal can be found in Figure A-
3.  A diagram illustrating the areas of pavement additions can be found in Figure A-4. 
 
PROJECT JUSTIFICATION 
 
As airline fleet mixes continue to incorporate larger and more modern aircrafts, airports must 
make accommodations to their current geometry to accept their operations.  Logan Airport was 
approached by tenants interested in upgrading their fleet to include the ADG Group VI aircraft as 
part of their scheduled service.  At that time, Logan Airport did not have any scheduled ADG 
Group VI service and typically only received occasional diversions of flights bound for other 
airports.  For example, the A380 aircraft have a wider wingspan, outboard engines are further 
away from the aircraft fuselage, and require a much wider turning radius than the aircraft Logan 
Airport typically sees on a daily basis today.  Updated design criteria issued by the FAA was also 
taken into consideration.  Without these instrumental improvements, airfield capacity and 
efficiency would be jeopardized. 
 
Logan Airport currently meets design standards for ADG V, which includes such aircraft as the 
B747-400 and B777-200 – aircraft which typically service our international carriers today.  The 
Airbus A380 is an ADG VI aircraft and a Taxiway Design Group 7 aircraft per the FAA’s 
Airport Design Advisory Circular.  The aircraft typically requires a 200’ wide runway and 82’ 
wide taxiway.      
 
The taxiways that the ADG Group VI aircraft would utilize at Logan Airport are currently 100’ 
wide with 35’ wide stabilized shoulders, exceeding the required width of 82’ plus 40’ stabilized 
shoulders (170’ vs 162’). However, despite exceeding the required taxiway width, certain 
intersections required upgrades to meet new design standards and to meet the required turning 
radius for the larger aircraft. Taxiway fillets were previously designed for the use of judgmental 
oversteering by the pilot, but new design guidance requires “cockpit over centerline tracking.”  
The A380 also has a wider main gear width, and although the dimensions of the aircraft 
undercarriage were previously not considered in taxiway design, they are now included for 
consideration by the FAA, especially when aircraft are making turning movements.  When both 
of these factors are considered, modifications to key taxiways to increase full-strength pavement 
in certain locations as well as relocation of where lighting and signage were necessary. 
 
Currently the FAA, via Engineering Brief 65A, allows the use of existing 150 foot wide runways 
with 50 foot wide stabilized shoulders for A380 operations, provided a full length inspection of 
the runway for foreign object debris occur before any successive aircraft operations.  Prior to the 
project, any ADG Group VI aircraft operating at Logan Airport resulted in operational impacts 
when this aircraft was on the ground; an inspection of all pavements, lighting and signage on the 
runway and taxiways utilized by the larger aircraft needed to be performed as a safety measure 
before the pavements could be used by other aircraft.  This put a strain on operational staff to 
perform this safety inspection, potentially impacting other aircraft in queue.     
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PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION AND COMPLETION DATE 
 
Project implementation date (Month and Year): November 2015 
 
Estimated project completion date (Month and Year): May 2018   
 
PROJECT COSTS 
 
The Authority is requesting $12,800,000 in PFC collection authority to finance this project 
(including interest and financing costs). 
 
PFC Debt Funded Capital Costs   $ 10,000,000 
PFC Funded Financing & Interest Costs  $   2,800,000 
Total:       $ 12,800,000 
 
Total project costs (excl. financing & interest): $ 10,000,000 
 
This project is proposed for 100% PFC funding.  No AIP grants are expected to be available for 
this project. 
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Figure A-3: Group VI Aircraft Airfield Improvements - Removals 
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Figure A-4: Group VI Aircraft Airfield Improvements - Additions 
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EXHIBIT C 

 
New PFC Project 69:  Replace Runway 4R Approach Light Pier 

(Massport Project L1307) 

 
Proposed Action:   Authorize imposition and use of PFC funds collected at the $4.50 PFC 

level for this project  
 
PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
This project involved replacing the prior, 695-foot timber light pier on the approach to Runway 
4R with a more durable, concrete pier.  In addition, the elevation of the light pier was raised by 
approximately 3 feet as part of Massport’s resiliency efforts as sea levels continue to rise.  The 
pier is primarily used to support the Federal Aviation Administration’s (“FAA”) approach light 
frames and associated power and communication conduits.  It is also used as an access pier for 
the FAA’s maintenance personnel.  Runway 4R is a Category III (“CAT III”) runway which 
allows for aircraft arrivals in very low visibility conditions.  An “Approach Lighting System with 
Sequenced Flashing Lights-2” (“ALSF-2”) is an integral part of the Instrument Landing System 
(“ILS”) for instrument flight rules.  
 
The Runway 4R approach light pier replacement is concrete, has a design life of 75 years, and is 
a non-flammable, low maintenance structure. The approach lighting system was reused on the 
new light pier, as well as other FAA navigational equipment that was present on the prior pier 
and reinstalled on the replacement pier.  
 
In 2012, Massport replaced the timber approach light pier at Runway 33L with a concrete pile 
supported concrete pier at the time of the Runway 33L Runway Safety Area Improvements 
project (PFC Project 57).   
 
PROJECT JUSTIFICATION 
 
Runway 4R is Logan’s busiest runway, and is one of two runways equipped with a CAT-III 
instrument landing system.  It is Logan’s priority runway for use during poor weather conditions, 
and is one of Logan’s “long runways” for the use of the largest aircraft groups (Group V and 
Group VI). 
 
The prior timber structure approach light pier located at the Runway 4R end was constructed in 
1955 and was 62 years old at the time of its replacement.   Repairs to the pier were made in 
1973, 1977, 1991, 2004, and 2016.  It was nearing the end of its useful life and becoming more 
difficult to make repairs.  By constructing a concrete pier, the concern over potential loss of the 
pier due to fire is eliminated.  The 75-year useful life for the concrete pier will significantly 
reduce major maintenance and rehabilitation needs for a very long time, and improve the 
durability and reliability of the pier for years to come.  Enhanced safety for the Authority and 
FAA personnel accessing the pier will also be realized through the elimination of potential 
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decaying timber handrails and floor decking. 
 
The Authority’s Facilities Maintenance personnel were routinely tasked with replacing 
deteriorated timber floor decking and handrail sections on the Runway 4R approach light pier.  
Over the years, improvements had been made to the current timber structure.  In 2004, damaged 
sections were replaced in-kind, mostly within the tidal zone, and other deficient hardware was 
replaced.  A fire suppression and alarm system was installed along with installation of fire walls 
to help contain the spread of a fire.  In 2012, damaged timber bracing, decking, and handrails 
were replaced, and other associated repairs were carried out.  
 
A structural and condition assessment investigation of this approach light pier was conducted in 
May 2009.  The purpose was to evaluate the condition and structural integrity of the pier and 
appurtenant structures, and to provide information to assist in prioritizing repairs.  The 
inspections were conducted both above and below the water level.   
 
In 2009, the assessment included the following general observations: 
 
• The timber decking was in generally satisfactory condition with minor wearing and 

checking of the deck surface   
• Some handrails were missing or loose and required attention   
• The timber piles were considered in fair condition; typical deficiencies included 

shredding of a few perimeter wood piles and fungal rot decay of the pile heads   
• The timber bracing of the structures were found to be in poor condition; this was 

especially true for the transverse and horizontal bracing of the structure within the tidal 
zone. 

 
Another assessment was performed in 2015 and determined further repairs, which were 
performed in 2016, would be needed, which included: 
• Removal and replacement of failed timber cross-bracing sections 
• Re-securing of fire blocks to timber bents 
• Installation of brackets at each stringer/pile cap interface 
• Reinforcement of each approach light pole location 
 
The approach light pier is necessary for the continued operation of aircraft on Runway 4R, given 
that lighting is a critical factor for airport operations.  The extent of the repairs to the pier were 
becoming prohibitively difficult to continue, indicating that the pier had reached the end of its 
useful life.  By constructing a concrete pier, the concern over potential loss of the pier due to fire 
and continued deterioration is eliminated.  By raising the elevation of the light pier by 
approximately 3 feet, the potential issues with respect to rising sea levels is mitigated. Enhanced 
safety for the FAA personnel accessing the pier is realized through the elimination of potential 
decaying timber handrails and floor decking. 
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PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION AND COMPLETION DATE 
 
Project implementation date (Month and Year): May 2017 
 
Estimated project completion date (Month and Year): September 2017 
 
PROJECT COSTS 
 
The Authority is requesting $14,112,000 in PFC collection authority to finance this project 
(including interest and financing costs). 
 
PFC Debt Funded Capital Costs   $ 11,025,000 
PFC Funded Financing & Interest Costs  $   3,087,000 
Total:       $ 14,112,000 
 
Total project costs (excl. financing & interest): $ 11,025,000  
 
 
This project is proposed for 100% PFC funding.  No AIP grants are expected to be available for 
this project. 
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Figure A-5: Replace Runway 4R Approach Light Pier     
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EXHIBIT D 

 
New PFC Project 73:  Terminal B Optimization 

(Massport Project L1375) 

 
Proposed Action:   Authorize imposition and use of PFC funds collected at the $4.50 PFC 

level for this project  
 
PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
The Terminal B Optimization project includes design and construction services associated with 
the expansion of Pier B of Terminal B at Logan Airport.     
 
 
The key project components will address and resolve Terminal B operational issues with the 
following improvements: 
 

• Consolidate security checkpoint and expand concourse 
• Consolidate ticketing into one central location 
• Airside improvements 
• Connecting corridor from Gates 1-3 to the main Terminal B 
• Right-size holdrooms 

 
In addition, reconfigured vertical circulation will be included within the scope of this project, as 
well as the enabling components of utility infrastructure, technology systems, public address 
system, mechanical, electrical, and plumbing and fire protection upgrades to applicable codes 
and standards.   
 
Design disciplines involved in the project include: geotechnical; civil; architecture; structural; 
mechanical, electrical and plumbing; fire protection/life safety; security, communications and IT; 
FIDS/BIDS; fueling; environmental permitting; sustainable design/LEED; code compliance; cost 
estimating; simulation modeling; and scheduling. 
 
 
A summary of each project component follows: 
 
 
Consolidate checkpoint and expand concourse 
 
The expanded Pier will provide for a consolidated, centralized eight-lane check point that will 
replace three smaller individual passenger checkpoints.  The new checkpoint will have six 
automated screening lanes (ASL) and two traditional lanes (to accommodate oversized items).  
The ASLs will increase the efficiency, with throughput estimated to increase by 35% versus 
regular checkpoint lanes.  The expansion of the security checkpoint will require a bump-out of 
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the Terminal’s existing footprint.  The expansion will be located within the currently open 
airside operations area south of Pier B, and west of the main Terminal and the American Shuttle 
Gate Area.  Passenger checkpoint requirements were determined based on the projected 
passenger peaks, a 5% employee allowance, and estimated overall throughput rate of 150 
passengers per hour.  In addition, the relocation of security cameras will be necessary to monitor 
the reconfigured checkpoint area.   
 
The terminal expansion associated with this project component will also allow for expanded 
passenger circulation space and additional concessions and retail space.  (PFCs are not being 
requested to fund concessions and retail space, which is not PFC eligible.)   
 
Consolidate ticketing into one central location 
 
This project component involves the construction of an enlarged, consolidated ticketing hall in a 
central location.  The expanded ticketing hall will be located in the area previously occupied by 
the three-lane checkpoint.  Ticket counter requirements were based on requests provided by 
stakeholders and calculations for projected passenger peaks, passenger group size and group 
processing time transition times, and group percentage use by processing area. 
 
Airside improvements 
 
The Terminal B Optimization project will also require airside modifications as a result of the 
project’s gate relocations.  The project’s airside improvements will include: (1) the installation of 
new hydrant fuel pits and subsequent fuel line improvements at 16 gates (Gates 5 through 8, 
Gate 10, and Gates 12 through 22), (2) new rotunda locations for five passenger boarding 
bridges, and (3) the relocation of three high mast apron lights along the perimeter of the terminal 
building.    
 
Connecting corridor from Gates 1-3 to main Terminal 
 
This project component provides a post security concourse connector from Gates 1-3 to the main 
Terminal.  The connector will connect all Terminal B Pier B gates post security, allowing for 
greater gate flexibility.  Work will include demolition and relocation of existing American 
Airlines offices, new tiled concourse floors, new carpeted hold rooms, new walls, ceilings, 
lighting, wayfinding signage, and new hold room furniture. 
 
Right-size holdrooms 
 
Due to increased aircraft size associated with current and planned flight schedules, the majority 
of the existing holdrooms in Terminal B Pier B will be expanded to align with increased 
passenger throughput.  The expanded holdrooms will be designed to meet passenger seating and 
boarding requirements at the gates.  The total holdroom area for Gates B1-B22 will be expanded 
from 42,989 square feet to approximately 55,000 square feet.  The work associated with the 
holdroom expansion will require bump-outs of the terminal footprint near Gate B5 as well as in 
the area of Gates B10-B14.  
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Baggage system improvements  
 
As part of the same construction contract, certain improvements will be made to baggage 
systems and facilities in Terminal B Pier B.  These improvements, which are being funded 
directly by airlines, are not part of this PFC Project 73, and the associated cost is in addition to 
the total PFC project cost of $156 million (excluding financing and interest) described herein.  
Baggage system improvements will be made to both the outbound and inbound baggage 
facilities.  
 
The outbound baggage system improvements include the installation of three slope plate bag 
makeup devices, additional bag belts, and sortation systems, and will provide roughly three times 
the existing area for cart staging.  The existing Checked Baggage Inspection Systems (CBIS), 
referred to as “B6” and “B7,” will remain in place.  The ticket counter and curbside conveyor 
lines will be reconfigured, and new diverters and crossover lines will be provided such that all 
checked bags may be routed to either of the two CBIS.  In addition, a sortation system will be 
installed, and a new oversize bag screening area will be included.  This component will also 
require a terminal expansion to allow sufficient area for these improvements. 
 
The inbound baggage claim improvements involve the rehabilitation of the current inbound bag 
system, improving capacity and flexibility.  The existing system consists of four flat-plate 
devices.  The existing flat-plate baggage claim devices #1 and #2 will be replaced with a single 
larger sloped plate carousel, and claim devices #3 and #4 will be replaced with slope plate 
carousels, facilitating more convenient passenger access to the devices.  The bag claim hall will 
also be expanded, allowing for additional passenger circulation. 
 

*  *  *  * 
 
It is estimated that this project is approximately 79% eligible for PFC funding, based on the 
eligibility analysis shown in Tables A-3, A-4, and A-5.  However, the Authority is requesting 
PFC funding for only a portion of the estimated PFC-eligible costs, as noted below. 
 
Project schematics showing the areas to be worked on for this project are shown in Figures A-6, 
A-7 and A-8, which delineate the space categories on each of the three levels (departures, 
arrivals, and roof area) and identify new and refurbished space.   
 
PROJECT JUSTIFICATION 
 
This project enables optimization of Terminal B Pier B which is necessitated due to the changing 
nature of airline operations over time.  At the time of its original construction, Terminal B Pier B 
was designed to accommodate a mix of several different airlines.  As such, the facility was 
designed with separate checkpoints, ticketing, and baggage makeup facilities.  The consolidation 
of airlines, such as the merger of US Airways and American, has resulted in a need to 
consolidate these functions to ensure that the airline or airlines intending to operate in Terminal 
B Pier B have access to comparable facilities as those operating in the remaining areas of Logan 
Airport.  In addition, the existing facility holdrooms were designed for operations of smaller 
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sized aircraft.  Airlines are currently utilizing larger aircraft on average, resulting in passenger 
crowding in the holdroom areas which reduces the level of service.  
 
Consolidate checkpoint and expand concourse 
 
Terminal B is currently comprised of two Piers, Pier A and Pier B, which were originally 
constructed in 1974-1975.  Prior to the Terminal B Optimization project, there were three 
separate checkpoints in Pier B of Terminal B: one for Air Canada (isolated and serving B1, B2 
and B3), one formerly used for the US Airways Shuttle, and one for American Airlines (main 
checkpoint).  Staffing three checkpoints for Pier B is inefficient, as it requires a greater number 
of staff.  Further, it poses security challenges for supervisors overseeing the space.  
 
The consolidation of the three separate checkpoints in Pier B into a single checkpoint is 
necessary in order to increase efficiency and security and to connect Gates B1, B2 and B3 to the 
remaining areas of Terminal B.   Automated screening lanes (ASL) are necessary in order to 
increase efficiency and reduce staffing needs.   
 
Consolidate ticketing into one central location 
 
The consolidation of ticketing into one central location is necessary in order to ensure that 
sufficient ticketing counters are available in one area for an airline to operate.  The existing 
facility, with four separate ticketing areas, results in efficiency issues for airlines wishing to 
occupy Terminal B Pier B. 
 
Airside improvements 
 
The Terminal B Optimization project will result in the relocation of six aircraft gates from their 
existing parking positions and will require an expanded terminal footprint.  Consequently, the 
new aircraft parking locations at 16 gates (Gates 5 through 8, Gate 10, and Gates 12 through 22) 
will require new hydrant fuel pits and subsequent fuel line improvements at each of these gates, 
given that the aircraft will no longer be able to be accommodated by the existing fuel pits.  The 
relocated parking positions will also require the relocation of rotundas for four passenger 
boarding bridges, and the terminal expansion will require the relocation of three high mast apron 
lights.   
 
Connecting corridor from Gates 1-3 to Main Terminal 
 
Currently, the holdrooms for Gates 1-3 are not connected to the post security concourse, isolating 
these three gates off from the rest of post security Terminal B. Because Gates 1-3 are currently 
accessed through a separate security screening area than the remaining Terminal B gates, airlines 
utilizing these three gates are unable to accommodate gate changes to other areas.  This 
constrains airline operations at these gates, which inhibits airline competition.  The existing 
structure limits the overall post security connectivity of the airport; all Terminal B Pier B gates 
cannot be connected post security until this project is complete. 
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Right-size holdrooms 
 
The current holdroom areas are undersized to accommodate the larger aircraft types now being 
operated at the Airport.  In particular, holdrooms in the areas of Gate B5 and Gates B10-B14 are 
in need of expansion in order to ensure a reasonable level of service for passengers at Terminal B 
Pier B.  
 
 
PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION AND COMPLETION DATE 
 
Project Implementation date (Month and Year):  February 2016 
 
Estimated project completion date: (Month and Year):  December 2018  
 
PROJECT COSTS 
 
The Authority is requesting $101,708,000 in PFC collection authority to finance this project 
(including interest and financing costs). 
 
PFC Debt Funded Capital Costs   $  42,000,000 
PFC Funded Financing & Interest Costs  $  59,708,000 
Total Expected PFC Costs:    $101,708,000 
 
Massport Revenue Bonds     $102,500,000 
Massport internal capital    $  11,500,000 
 
Total       $215,708,000 
 
Total project costs (excl. financing & interest): $156,000,000 
 
This project is proposed for approximately 27% PFC funding, which is considerably less than the 
full PFC eligibility of the project.  This continues the Authority’s policy of focusing its terminal-
related PFC investments primarily in public space, so as to equitably spread the PFC benefit 
among the airlines over time.  No AIP grants are assumed to be available for this project at this 
time.  
 
A summary of the PFC eligibility of the project is shown in Tables A-3, A-4 and A-5 on the 
following pages. 
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Table A-3
TERMINAL B OPTIMIZATION PROJECT

Massport Project No. L1375
ESTIMATED PFC FUNDING REQUEST

Boston-Logan International Airport

$ '000
Project cost

Terminal B Optimization - total cost 156,000$    
Less:  Contingencies (8,254)        Not PFC eligible
Less:  Fuel pits (5,465)        Not PFC eligible
Less:  Jet bridges (9,535)        [A] PFC eligible

Net cost 132,746$    [B]

Overall PFC eligibility
Eligibility Percentage - see Table B 78.6% [C]
Eligibility Amount ($millions)

Based on space allocation $104,341 [D] = [B]*[C]
Plus:  Jet bridges 9,535         [A]

Total Eligible Amount ($ millions) $113,876 [D]+[A]

Maximum PFC maximum request based on 
public space and restrooms only
Percentage - see Table B 41.8% [E]  Assuming PFCs are requested for public space and restrooms only. 

Amount ($ millions) $55,440 [B]*[E]

 Source: 2018 0108 PFC PLANS, AECOM. 
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Table A-4
TERMINAL B OPTIMIZATION PROJECT

Massport Project No. L1375
ESTIMATED PFC ELIGIBILITY BASED ON SPACE

Boston-Logan International Airport

Space (sq. ft.) PFC status
Departure Level Arrivals Level Roof Area All Levels Not Pro-

Space Categories (sq. ft.) New Reno. New Reno. New Reno. New Reno. Total Eligible eligible rated Total

Jet Bridges - Fixed 1,584    -         -      -       -     -      1,584    -         1,584      1,584     -        -       1,584      
Jet Bridges - Relocated -       5,276      -      -       -     -      -       5,276      5,276      5,276     -        -       5,276      
Holdroom 12,050  43,902    -      -       -     -      12,050  43,902    55,952     55,952    -        -       55,952    
Concessions - Enclosed 8,572    7,262      -      -       -     -      8,572    7,262      15,834     -        15,834   -       15,834    
Concessions - Open 6,066    2,181      -      -       -     -      6,066    2,181      8,247      -        8,247     -       8,247      
Public Circulation 22,783  29,290    -      14,564  -     -      22,783  43,854    66,637     66,637    -        -       66,637    
Airline ATO / Ticketing -       12,404    -      -       -     -      -       12,404    12,404     -        12,404   -       12,404    
TSA - SSCP / CBIS / Suppor 940      1,237      -      -       -     -      940      1,237      2,177      -        -        2,177    2,177      
Toilet Rooms 1,172    2,212      -      1,190    -     -      1,172    3,402      4,574      4,574     -        -       4,574      
Building Support 533      405        3,570   350      2,817  4,118   6,920    4,873      11,793     -        -        11,793  11,793    

Total 53,700  104,169  3,570   16,104  2,817  4,118   60,087  124,391  184,478   134,023  36,485   13,970  184,478  

PFC eligibility percent (based on space categories): 78.6%
PFC eligibility percent (based on space) - Public space & restrooms only: 41.8%

Source: 2018 0108 PFC PLANS, AECOM.
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Table A-5
TERMINAL B OPTIMIZATION PROJECT

Massport Project No. L1375
ALLOCATION OF COSTS TO  PFC ELIGIBLE/INELIGIBLE CATEGORIES

ALLOCATION BASED ON AVERAGE COST PER SQ. FT.
Boston-Logan International Airport

(Dollars in thousands)

Pro-
PFC PFC rated

Space Categories eligible ineligible eligible Total

Holdroom 41,817$      -$         -$             41,817$      
Concessions - Enclosed -            11,834      -               11,834        
Concessions - Open -            6,164        -               6,164         
Public Circulation 49,802        -           -               49,802        
Airline ATO / Ticketing -            9,270        -               9,270         
TSA - SSCP / CBIS / Support -            -           1,627            1,627         
Toilet Rooms 3,418         -           -               3,418         
Building Support -            -           8,814            8,814         

Subtotal 95,037$      27,268$    10,441$        132,746$    

Jet Bridges 9,535$        -$         -$             9,535$        
Fuel pits -            5,465        5,465         
Contingencies -            8,254        -               8,254         

Total 104,572$  40,987$  10,441$      156,000$  

Allocation of Pro-rata amount 9,304$        1,137$      

113,876$  42,124$  156,000$  
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Figure A-6: Terminal B Optimization     
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Figure A-7: Terminal B Optimization     
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Figure A-8: Terminal B Optimization     
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EXHIBIT E 

 
New PFC Project 74:  Runway Incursion Mitigation and Comprehensive Airfield 

Geometry Analysis (the “Logan RIM Study”) 
(Massport Project L1408) 

 
Proposed Action:   Authorize imposition and use of PFC funds collected at the $4.50 PFC 

level for this project  
 
PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
This project involves the development of a runway incursion mitigation study and 
comprehensive airfield geometry analysis which will review airfield geometry as it relates to the 
Federal Aviation Administration (“FAA”) design standards.   
 
After analyzing six years (2007 - 2013) of national runway incursion data, the FAA developed an 
inventory of locations at airports where risk factors might contribute to runway incursions. Based 
on the results of this analysis, the FAA identified airfield geometry as a primary contributing 
factor for runway incursions. To address these existing safety issues, the FAA recently initiated a 
new nationwide comprehensive multi-year Runway Incursion Mitigation (RIM) program to 
identify, prioritize, and develop strategies to help airport sponsors mitigate risks at these 
locations. This includes funding the planning studies and the resulting recommended 
improvements through Airport Improvement Program Grants (AIP Grants). 

 
Logan Airport is one of the airports where incursions have been a concern over the past several 
years. Therefore, FAA and Massport agreed to conduct a runway incursion mitigation study and 
comprehensive airfield geometry analysis (the “Logan RIM Study”) to address the FAA’s 
findings and also address other key operational issues that Logan Airport might be facing with 
respect to airfield geometry.  
 
Key tasks within the project are summarized below: 
 

1. Conduct airfield geometry and design standards analysis   
2. Aviation activity forecast including design day flight schedule  
3. Baseline Safety Risk Assessment  
4. Develop Simulation Model of airfield operations  

1. Baseline – Existing operations over existing layout 
2. No build – Future operations over existing layout 
3. Build – Future operations over alternative layout 

5. Review priority operational issues such as deicing facilities, RON locations, Aircraft 
Design Group VI aircraft taxi operations  

6. Reasonable/practicable alternatives and recommendations  
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In addition, the project will include preparation of opinions of probable construction cost for 
proposed alternatives at Logan Airport and preparation of an implementation plan; review of 
anticipated National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) review needs and anticipated 
environmental permitting for the proposed projects at Logan Airport; and creation of a revised 
ALP set for Logan Airport. 
 
PROJECT JUSTIFICATION 
 
For both the FAA and Massport, safety of aircraft and traveling public is the number one 
priority. Both take runway incursions seriously and are regularly and proactively taking actions 
to prevent incursions through implementing operational and procedural restrictions, use of 
technology, training, signage and marking, and making changes to the pavement. Boston Air 
Traffic Control Tower staff and Massport operations staff have created a Runway Safety Action 
Team (RSAT) that meet regularly with airlines and other operators at the airport to review 
ongoing incursion issues. 
 
According to the FAA, one of the primary factors in runway incursions is the airfield geometry- 
runway and taxiway layouts. On top of that, because of the shape, size and runway 
configurations of Logan Airport that is designed to accommodate changing wind/weather 
patterns, the airfield layout is one of the most complicated in the nation.  
 
Logan Airport currently has 4 hotspots identified by the FAA as airfield safety concerns.  The 
Logan RIM Study will take a comprehensive look at all of the issues that are contributing to 
runway incursions and come up with practical recommendations to mitigate them. It will 
consider today’s aircraft operations and forecast growth in aviation activity over the 15-20 year 
planning horizon with existing layout and the proposed changes to come up with the most 
reasonable solution.  
  
This project will give Massport a risk-based review of geometry, facilities, and operations at Logan 
Airport and an implementation plan to help improve safety and reduce the risk of runway 
incursions.  
 
PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION AND COMPLETION DATE 
 
Estimated Project Implementation Date (Month and Year):  December 2016 
 
Estimated Project Completion Date (Month and Year): November 2018 
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PROJECT COSTS 
 
The Authority is requesting $574,400 in PFC collection authority to finance this project 
(including interest and financing costs). 
 
PFC Debt Funded Capital Costs   $    448,750 
PFC Funded Financing & Interest Costs  $    125,650 
Total Expected PFC Costs:    $    574,400 
 
AIP Grant:      $  1,346,250 
Total:       $ 1,920,650 
 
Total project costs (excl. financing & interest):        $ 1,795,000 
 
This project is proposed for 25% PFC funding, representing the local share of an AIP grant.   
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PFC FINANCIAL PLAN 
New 2018 PFC Application  
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PFC FINANCIAL PLAN 

New 2018 PFC Application 
 
In accordance with Section 158.23(b)(3) of 14 CFR Part 158, this section provides a financial 
plan for the projects proposed to be funded with PFCs as part of the Authority’s PFC Program 
under Application #11.  This financial plan represents the Authority’s current intention, but the 
plan may change, and such changes may be material. 
 
SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL PLAN 
 
As described earlier, the Authority proposes a new 2018 PFC Application to add five new 
“impose and use” projects to the Authority’s PFC program.  Table B-1 summarizes the 
Authority’s current approvals and the new 2018 PFC Application (assuming it is fully approved 
by the FAA).  

The Authority intends to fund the PFC projects in whole or in part with revenues generated from 
PFCs.  Because PFC revenues are not projected to be sufficient to pay the costs of the PFC 
projects proposed in the revised PFC Program on a pay-as-you-go basis, the Authority intends to 
issue debt payable from PFCs in order to carry out these projects.  Specifically, the Authority 
proposes to use proceeds from the issuance of Commercial Paper payable from, but not secured 
by, PFCs, to fund certain capital costs of the PFC projects.  In addition, Massport is proposing to 
fund $42.0 million of PFC project costs in its new 2018 PFC Application with debt in the form 
of PFC Revenue Bonds (associated with Project 73: Terminal B Optimization).  Other sources of 
funding for these projects include AIP funds (associated with Project 74: Runway Incursion 
Mitigation and Comprehensive Airfield Geometry Analysis) and the Authority’s internally 
generated capital (in the form of general revenue bonds and Massport cash balances).  While no 
additional AIP grants are currently assumed to be available for four of the five new projects, if 
such grants become available, the Authority will reduce the PFC funding request for those 
projects accordingly. 
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Table B-1

SUMMARY OF PFC PROGRAM (INCLUDING NEW 2018 PFC APPLICATION)

Application No. Initiation Expiration PFC Collection PFC Use
(as amended) Date (a) Date (a) Authority Authority

93-01-C-00-BOS 11/1/93 2/1/11 702,015,217$       9,514,000$           

96-02-C-00-BOS -                      208,870,217         

97-03-U-00-BOS -                      483,631,000         

06-04-C-00-BOS 2/1/11 6/1/15 258,164,941         248,408,000         

09-05-U-00-BOS -                      9,756,941             

10-06-C-00-BOS 6/1/15 10/1/22 392,093,000         373,815,000         

12-07-U-00-BOS -                      18,278,000           

 13-08-C-00-BOS 10/1/22 5/1/23 99,959,096           99,959,096           

 14-09-C-00-BOS 5/1/23 10/1/24 96,941,002           96,941,002           

15-10-C-00-BOS 10/1/24 5/1/26 120,401,308         120,401,308         

 2018 PFC Application 
(18-11-C-00-BOS) 5/1/26 3/1/28 157,660,400         157,660,400         

TOTAL 1,827,234,964$ 1,827,234,964$ 

 Note:  Impose and Use authority totals for each PFC Application do not reflect the impact of any 
proposed amendments that the Authority may request in the future, or any expected future PFC 
Applications beyond the 2018 PFC Application.   

Impose authority deleted and 
added to the 2006 Application

Not applicable ("Use" 
application)

Not applicable ("Use" 
application)

Not applicable ("Use" 
application)

 (a)  Initiation and expiration dates as noted in the respective FAA Final Agency Decisions. 
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NEW 2018 PFC APPLICATION PROJECTS 
 
Table B-2 shows the projected source of funds for all project costs associated with each of the 
newly proposed PFC projects.  The Authority expects to spend approximately $85.7 million of 
PFCs on PFC-eligible project costs for these projects.  This figure excludes non-PFC funded 
expenditures, and also excludes PFC-related financing and interest costs.  When non-PFC 
funding sources are also taken into account, the projects in the proposed 2018 PFC Application 
account for $203.8 million in Authority capital spending. 
 
  

 
 

 
 

Table B-3 shows the total proposed PFC funding by type for each of the projects in the 2018 
PFC Application, including PFC-funded financing and interest costs for each of the projects.  
When PFC funded financing and interest costs are included, the total PFC funding request for the 
Authority’s new 2018 PFC Application is proposed to be $157.7 million.   

Table B-2
FEDERAL AVIATION REGULATIONS PART 158, SECTION 158.23

SOURCES AND AMOUNTS OF FUNDS FOR PFC PROJECTS
Boston-Logan International Airport

(All figures in $ '000)

Projects to be included in New 2018 PFC Application
All being requested for Impose and Use PFC Approval at the $4.50 per Enplanement Level

PFC Massport
PFC Project No. and Title funding (a) Grants capital (b) Total

66:  Terminal B Gate 37-38 Connector 22,239$      -$          2,761$       25,000$      

67:  Group VI Aircraft Airfield Improvements 10,000        -           -           10,000        

69:  Replace Runway 4R Approach Light Pier 11,025        -           -           11,025        

73:  Terminal B Optimization 42,000        -           114,000     156,000      

74:  Runway Incursion Mitigation and Comprehensive 
        Airfield Geometry Analysis 449            1,346        -           1,795          

Total 85,713$    1,346$     116,761$ 203,820$  

(b)  Massport revenue bonds or internally generated capital.
(a)  All PFCs expected to be debt funded.  This table does not include PFC funded interest and financing costs.
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Table B-3
FEDERAL AVIATION REGULATIONS PART 158, SECTION 158.23

ALLOCATION OF PFC-FUNDED COSTS TO PROJECTS (INCLUDING FINANCING & INTEREST)
Boston-Logan International Airport

(All figures in $ '000)

Projects included in New 2018 PFC Application
All being requested for Impose and Use PFC Approval at the $4.50 per Enplanement Level

PFC-related PFC- PFC
PFCs Commercial related financing Total

PFC Project No. and Title Pay-Go Paper Bonds Subtotal & interest PFCs

66:  Terminal B Gate 37-38 Connector -$       22,239$       -$        22,239$   6,227$     28,466$       

67:  Group VI Aircraft Airfield Improvements -        10,000        -         10,000     2,800       12,800$       

69:  Replace Runway 4R Approach Light Pier -        11,025        -         11,025     3,087       14,112$       

73:  Terminal B Optimization -        -             42,000     42,000     59,708     101,708$      

74:  Runway Incursion Mitigation and Comprehensive 
        Airfield Geometry Analysis -        449             -         449         126         574$            

Total -$      43,713$     42,000$ 85,713$ 71,948$  157,660$    

Note:  The PFC financing and interest cost assumes Commercial Paper funding with an average annual interest rate of 3.5%, and an 
average term of 8 years.  PFC-related Bonds are assumed to be financed over a 30 year term with a 6.0% interest rate.
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PFC DEBT FUNDING SOURCES 
 
PFC Bonds 
 
As authorized by prior FAA FADs, the Authority has pledged and uses PFC revenues for the 
payment of debt service and other financing costs for PFC-eligible projects.  In 1999, the 
Authority entered into a PFC Revenue Bond Trust Agreement (the “1999 PFC Trust 
Agreement”), dated as of May 6, 1999 with The Bank of New York, as trustee, (the “Trustee”), 
under which is issued several series of PFC stand-alone bonds in 1999, 2007, and 2010.  As of 
July 2, 2017, there are no PFC revenue Bonds outstanding under the 1999 PFC Trust Agreement, 
as the final payment amount of $52.9 million matured on July 1, 2017.   
 
 
The Authority is currently investigating potential approaches to undertaking long-term bond 
financing for future PFC projects, the debt service on which would be repaid with PFC revenues.  
Such future debt issuance could be undertaken on a PFC stand-alone basis, or as a general 
revenue bond issuance with a direct debt service offset. 
 
This proposed new 2018 PFC Application envisages that long-term PFC bond financing will be 
undertaken for one of the proposed new PFC projects (Project 73: Terminal B Optimization). 
 
For purposes of this PFC Application, it was assumed that PFC-related bonds for Project 73 
would be issued in Summer 2019, at a 6% rate of interest and with a 30-year term to final 
maturity. 
 
PFC-Related Commercial Paper 
 
The remaining PFCs collected will continue to be used to fund PFC projects on a pay-as-you-go 
basis and to pay interest and repay principal on the Authority’s outstanding Commercial Paper – 
the proceeds of which were used to pay PFC project costs.  The Authority has $150 million 
Commercial Paper program.  
 
Massport currently expects that its new 2018 PFC Application (18-11-C-00-BOS) will include a 
request to approve payment of financing and interest costs with PFC revenues for the issuance of 
PFC related Commercial Paper on an as-needed basis.  The Authority currently plans to repay 
the principal of this additional Commercial Paper with PFCs during the years through 
approximately FY 2028. 
 
The use of PFC Commercial Paper expands PFC financing capacity in a low-cost and financially 
prudent manner.  Interest rates on this type of financing instrument are generally significantly 
below those on traditional medium- or long-term, fixed-rate bond issues.  The PFC Commercial 
Paper has the additional advantage of flexibility.  The Commercial Paper is issued as needed to 
fund project costs, and the outstanding principal amount can be paid down as PFC revenues 
become available. 
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While the Authority currently expects the debt financing mechanism for four of the five new 
projects will be its Commercial Paper program, the Authority reserves the right to investigate 
and use alternative debt financing mechanisms for these projects (such as variable rate bonds) if 
the use of such alternative mechanisms is a more cost effective method and it is advantageous to 
the Authority to do so. 
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PFC REVENUE PROJECTION AND APPLICATION OF REVENUES 
 
Table B-4 shows the annual forecast of net PFC revenues used to fund the projected PFC 
Program, through the projected completion of the new 2018 PFC Application.   
 
 
 
  

Table B-4
FEDERAL AVIATION REGULATIONS PART 158, SECTION 158.23
CALCULATION OF PASSENGER FACILITY CHARGE REVENUE

Boston-Logan International Airport
(For Fiscal Years Ending June 30;  all figures in '000, unless otherwise noted)

Allocation to PFC Application (b)
PFC PFC NEW

Fiscal Enplaned % PFC % of Epax collections interest PFC 93-01- 06-04- 10-06- 13-08- 14-09- 15-10- 18-11- Cumulative
Year passengers change levy (a) paying PFC from airlines income Revenue C-00-BOS C-00-BOS C-00-BOS C-00-BOS C-00-BOS C-00-BOS C-00-BOS collections

EXISTING APPLICATIONS
Cumulative to
June 30, 2017 $1,090,018 $32,326 $1,122,344 702,015$  258,165$    162,164$     -$            -$            -$            -$            $1,122,344

FY 2018 19,564      4.39    90.0% 77,297         250       77,547       -           -            77,547         -              -              -              -              1,199,892   
(7/1/17 to 6/30/18)

7/1/18 to 5/1/26 -           -            152,382       99,959         96,941         120,401       -              1,669,575   

NEW APPLICATION
FY 2026 (c) 21,605      1.0% 4.39    90.0% 14,227         250       14,477       -           -            -              -              -              -              14,477         1,684,051   

(5/1/26 to 6/30/26)

FY 2027 21,821      1.0% 4.39    90.0% 86,213         250       86,463       -           -            -              -              -              -              86,463         1,770,514   

FY 2028 (c) 22,039      1.0% 4.39    90.0% 87,075         250       56,721       -           -            -              -              -              -              56,721         1,827,235   

Collections by Application: 702,015$  258,165$    392,093$     99,959$       96,941$       120,401$     157,660$     
Cumulative collections: 702,015$  960,180$    1,352,273$   1,452,232$   1,549,173$   1,669,575$   1,827,235$   

Note:  The New Application initiation and expiration date calculation reflects estimated PFC collections and dates based on previously approved FADs.  Actual PFC appication initiation and expiration dates
             will be a function of passenger activity levels at the Airport, which may differ from those used in this projection. 
             Additionally, the Authority may apply for amendments to its already approved PFC applications.
(a)  Per enplaned passenger PFC levy, net of a $0.11 airline administrative fee. NEW PFC APPLICATION 18-11-C-00-BOS
(b)  As previously amended, where applicable. Estimated implementation date:    May 1, 2026
(c)  Enplaned passengers shown are full fiscal year projections.  Partial year of PFC collections for new 2018 Application. Estimated expiration date:   March 1, 2028
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As shown in the graphic below, available PFC revenue would be applied to eligible PFC 
expenditures in the following order: 
 

1. Monthly revenue from PFCs collections at the $4.50 level would first be used to 
make monthly deposits into the principal and interest accounts for debt service on 
any long-term PFC-related Bonds. 

2. The balance of the PFC revenue would then be used to pay interest and fees 
associated with outstanding Commercial Paper used to fund approved PFC project 
costs. 

3. The balance of the PFC revenue is then used to fund the PFC projects on a pay-as-
you-go basis; this includes the commitment to pay a portion of the debt service of 
the 2001 A, B and C bonds associated with Terminal A, approved as part of prior 
PFC Application 10-06-C-00-BOS. 

4. Finally, available PFC revenues would be used to retire the PFC Commercial 
Paper principal outstanding.  

 
 
  

APPLICATION OF PFC REVENUE

PFC PLEDGED REVENUE FUND

Debt service on 
Future PFC-related Bonds

Interest payments on PFC-
related Commercial Paper

PFC project costs pay-as-you-go 
(including providing PFC offset for 

Terminal A Bonds)

PFC-related Commercial 
Paper principal repayment

PFC Collections:  $4.50 per Enplaned Passenger
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IMPACT ON ANNUAL AIRLINE RATES AND CHARGES 
 
Using PFCs to finance the proposed PFC projects will have a significant impact on reducing the 
effect of capital costs on airline rates and charges.  Capital charges incurred on design and 
construction costs enter the airline rate base when they are financed with either Massport’s 
revenue bonds or and the Authority’s internally generated funds.  Project costs funded with PFCs 
on a pay-as-you-go basis, or with PFC-related fixed-rate debt or PFC-related Commercial Paper 
(or with AIP grants), have no associated capital charges. 
 
Massport’s current proposed plan is to fully fund to the extent possible each of the five projects 
in its new 2018 PFC Application with a combination of PFCs and AIP grants (if such grants 
become available).  With the exception of Projects 66 and 73 (Terminal B Gate 37-38 Connector 
and Terminal B Optimization, respectively), no Massport bonds or internally generated cash are 
proposed for funding any of the elements of capital associated with these projects.  Hence, there 
will be no incremental increases to the airline rate base associated with capital for these projects 
(except for the Terminal B Gate 37-38 Connector and Terminal B Optimization). 
 
An FAA grant is currently included in the proposed funding plan for the Logan RIM Study 
project. If grant funding for any of the remaining projects becomes available, Massport will 
reduce the PFC funding request accordingly.    
 
However, there will be a Maintenance Reserve (“MR”) fee as discussed further below.  It is 
expected that there will be minimal incremental operating costs associated with the five newly 
proposed PFC projects.  Incremental operating costs associated with these projects, if any, would 
be the same under any source of financing for the capital costs of the projects.   
 
If the FAA approves PFC funding at a level less than the Authority’s full request, or disallows 
these projects entirely, then Massport may either (a) request additional PFC funding as part of 
future PFC amendment requests where applicable, (b) fund such costs with Massport revenue 
bonds or internally generated capital, or (c) a combination of both funding methods.  In the event 
that any Massport bonds or internally generated funds are used, there would be an associated rate 
base impact on the airlines. 
 
Table B-5 shows the anticipated effect of these projects on airline rates and charges at Logan 
Airport, including the impact associated with operating costs and the Maintenance Reserve Fee 
(further described below).  These figures assume that the Authority’s request under the new 2018 
PFC Application is approved in its entirety.  If the FAA disallows certain projects, or approves 
PFC funding at a lower level, then the resulting airline rates and charges would be higher than 
the estimates shown in Table B-5. 
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Table B-5
ILLUSTRATIVE CALCULATION OF AIRLINES RATES & CHARGES IMPACT

PFC-FUNDED TERMINAL B PROJECTS
Boston-Logan International Airport
(All figures in '000, except rates)

Project 66:
Terminal B Project 73:
Gate 37-38 Terminal B
Connector Optimization Total

Project funding
PFCs (excluding financing cost) 22,239$        42,000$         64,239$   
Massport capital (a) 2,761           114,000         116,761   

Total cost (excl. financing) 25,000$        156,000$       181,000$ 

Annual capital charge
for GARB/I&E funded portion 201              7,702            7,903      

Incremental M&O expenses (b) -              1,595            1,595      

Maintenance Reserve Fund
recovery fee (c) 222              420               642         

Total incremental annual costs
in airline rate base 423$            9,717$           10,140$   

Terminal B rentable space (sq. ft.) (d) 397              397               397         

Incremental Terminal B rental
rate per square foot 1.06$          24.45$         25.51$   

(a)  Massport revenue bonds and I&E funds for Project 73; I&E funds for Project 66.
(b)  Assumed to be $30 per sq. ft. of new space (53,000 sq. ft.)  M&O expenses

would be identical under any form of financing.
(c)  Equals 1% of PFC-financed capital cost.
(d)  Sum of 369,000 square feet of rentable space in Terminal B currently, plus

28,000 new rentable square feet.
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Table B-6
ILLUSTRATIVE CALCULATION OF AIRLINES RATES & CHARGES IMPACT

PFC-FUNDED AIRFIELD PROJECTS
Boston-Logan International Airport
(All figures in '000, except rates)

Project 67: Project 69: Project 74:
Group VI Replace Runway
Airfield R/W 4R Incursion

Improve. Light Pier Study Total

Project funding
PFCs (excluding financing cost) 10,000$    11,025$            449$         21,474$    
Grants -           -                   1,346        1,346$      
Massport capital -           -                   -           -           

Total cost (excl. financing) 10,000$    1,795$      22,820$    

Annual capital charge
for GARB/I&E funded portion -           -                   -           -           

Incremental M&O expenses (a) -           -                   -           -           

Maintenance Reserve Fund
recovery fee (b) 100          110                  4              215          

Total incremental annual costs
in airline rate base 100$         110$                4$            215$         

Landed weight (million pounds) (c) 24,402      24,402              24,402      24,402      

Incremental landing fee
per thousand pounds 0.004$     0.005$            0.000$     0.01$       

(a)  M&O expenses would be identical under any form of financing.
(b)  Equals 1% of PFC-financed capital cost.
(c) Budgeted scheduled airline landed weight for FY 2018.
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MAINTENANCE RESERVE FEE FOR PFC PROJECTS  
 
The Authority has issued several series of revenue bonds over the past 40 years, the proceeds of 
which have been used for the development of its facilities, primarily at Logan Airport.  These 
bonds have been issued pursuant to the Authority’s enabling act and the Trust Agreement dated 
as of August 1, 1978, as amended (the “Trust Agreement”), between Massport and U.S. Bank 
National Association, as successor to State Street Bank and Trust Company, as trustee (“the 
Trustee”).  The Trust Agreement mandates that the Authority meet certain tests, and, in general, 
requires that a minimum of 1% of the replacement cost of all of the Authority’s assets must be 
deposited annually to its Maintenance Reserve Fund established under the Trust Agreement. 
 
In order to ensure compliance with the foregoing provision of the Trust Agreement, pursuant to 
prior FAA FADs on its PFC Program, the Authority established a fee to fund the increased 
deposit to the MR Fund required as a result of the construction of projects funded with PFCs. 
 
Under the rate structure in place prior to the introduction of the MR fee for PFC projects, there 
was no alternative compensatory source for the required MR Fund deposits relating to PFC 
funded project costs.  Accordingly, Massport instituted an annual charge to the users of each 
PFC project upon completion of the construction of such project.  This change in the Authority’s 
rate structure generates additional revenue in order to make the requisite deposit to the MR Fund.  
Upon completion of each PFC project, an amount equivalent to 1% of the PFC-funded cost of 
the project is included in the cost center for that project.  For example, 1% of the PFC-funded 
cost of PFC Project 73 (Terminal B Optimization), projected to be $420,000, will be added 
annually to the cost base for the calculation of Terminal B rental rates.  This amount will 
increase over time as the replacement cost of the assets increases due to the escalation of 
construction cost indices. 
 
Massport then credits this additional revenue to the capital cost of projects within the airfield 
cost center, thus reducing the airfield’s rate base.  This approach is analogous to treating such 
incremental revenue as an AIP grant.  The MR fee structure permits the Authority to remain in 
compliance with the terms of the Trust Agreement, and also helps reduce the landing fee from 
the levels that would otherwise occur.  Further, the cost of the MR fee is borne by those carriers 
who benefit most directly from the PFC projects – carriers using the PFC funded facilities (who 
pay the MR fee) – while the benefit of the MR fee is distributed across all carriers through lower 
airfield costs. 
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